Metasurfaces allow tailored control over electromagnetic wavefronts. However, due to the local conservation of power flow, a passive, lossless, and reflectionless metasurface is limited to imparting phase discontinuities -and not power density discontinuities -onto a wavefront. Here, we show how the phase and power density profiles of a wavefront can be independently controlled using two closely-spaced, phase-discontinuous metasurfaces. The two metasurfaces, each designed to exhibit specific refractive properties, are separated by a wavelength-scale distance and together form a compound metaoptic. A systematic design procedure is presented, which allows transformation between arbitrary complex-valued field distributions without reflection, absorption, or active components. Such compound metaoptics may find applications in optical trapping of particles, displaying threedimensional holographic images, shrinking the size of optical systems, or producing custom (shaped and steered) far-field radiation patterns.
Metasurfaces are two-dimensional arrays of subwavelength polarizable inclusions, which aggregrately manipulate an electromagnetic wave [1] [2] [3] . These inclusions (subwavelength-sized unit cells) are arranged in single-or few-layer stacks that are electrically/optically thin. In general, the electromagnetic interactions of a metasurface can be approximated as occuring at a boundary: simplifying analysis, design, and fabrication. A distinct property of metasurfaces is their ability to impart tailored phase discontinuities onto incident wavefronts. Utilizing this ability, metasurfaces have demonstrated optical functions such as focusing, refraction, and polarization control [4] [5] [6] .
If a metasurface is restricted to be passive, lossless, and reflectionless, the power density profile of an incident wavefront is maintained when transmitted through the metasurface. Such metasurfaces exhibit high efficiency, but are limited to reshaping the phase profile of an incident wavefront and not its power density profile [7] [8] [9] . As a result, a single phase-only metasurface is incapable of independently controlling both the phase and amplitude distributions of the transmitted field. Specifically, this results in speckle noise (random fluctuations in amplitude across an image) in holographic images formed with a single phase-only surface [10] . Amplitude and phase control over an incident wavefront can suppress speckle, as shown by complex-valued holograms [11] [12] [13] . However, such field control has not been demonstrated using completely transmissive metasurfaces.
Here, we introduce compound metaoptics which control the amplitude and phase of a wavefront in a passive, lossless, and reflectionless manner. A compound metaoptic is a collection of individual metasurfaces arranged along an axis, analogous to an optical compound lens. With the additional degrees of freedom, compound metaoptics can achieve electromagnetic responses difficult or impossible to achieve with a single metasurface. We propose using paired, reflectionless metasur- faces, illustrated in Fig. 1 , to achieve both phase control (beam steering) and amplitude control (beam shaping) in a low-loss, low-profile manner. This approach promises higher diffraction efficiencies than conventional holograms since both amplitude and phase are controlled with sub-wavelength pixelation.
Different methods of controlling the phase and amplitude of electromagnetic fields using metamaterials and metasurfaces have been reported. In [14] , control over phase and power flow within a reflectionless metamaterial is used to transform an incident wave in both amplitude and phase. This approach, however, requires an anisotropic and inhomogeneous medium through which the wavefront is reshaped. Additionally, leaky-wave structures [15] and partially reflecting cavities [16] [17] [18] , which exploit reflections to establish the desired field, also create complex valued aperture fields. However, these approaches either cannot be used with arbitrary sources or exhibit reflections impacting the source.
Metasurfaces have been proposed to control ampli-tude distributions by employing transmission loss [19] . These metasurfaces, however, trade efficiency for amplitude control. In contrast to these earlier works, we propose passive, lossless, and reflectionless compound metaoptics for arbitrary wavefront reshaping in terms of both amplitude and phase. A pair of phase-discontinuous metasurfaces are used to mold the incident wavefront and form prescribed power density and phase distributions. The metasurfaces act as two phase planes: two reflectionless, inhomogeneous surfaces that locally manipulate the phase of the transmitted wavefront. Together, the two phase planes provide two degrees of freedom to control two wavefront characteristics: the power density and phase profiles. In the proposed arrangement, the first metasurface projects the desired amplitude onto the second metasurface. The second metasurface provides a phase-correction to realize the desired phase distribution. Overall, the pair of metasurfaces produce the desired complex-valued transmitted field. The method is scalable from microwave to visible wavelengths.
Related methods of forming optical fields with desired amplitude and phase distributions have used reflective spatial light modulators [20] or deformable mirrors [21] . The spatial light modulators or mirrors are located at conjugate Fourier planes of a two-lens optical system, limiting its compactness. Even lensless systems are still large due to reflective components [22] . Due to the custom phase-discontinuity profiles implemented by the metasurfaces, the need for lenses and reflective components is avoided. This provides a significantly more lowprofile solution to complex-valued field control. It allows the overall thickness of the metaoptic to be reduced to the scale of a few wavelengths. Figure 1 shows the layout of the compound metaoptic, where two phase-discontinuous metasurfaces are separated by a distance L. Huygens' metasurfaces locally control the transmission phase and can eliminate reflections by maintaining a wave impedance matched to the surrounding medium [7] . Therefore, Huygens' metasurfaces are excellent candidates to provide the desired phasediscontinuous boundaries. Such metasurfaces can be implemented as multi-sheet structures, where the overall thickness is sub-wavelength (electrically/optically thin).
Extreme field control is required when transforming the amplitude and phase distributions of the source E src (incident on metasurface 1) to the desired complexvalued field E des (transmitted by metasurface 2) over a wavelength-scale distance L. Specifically, it requires wide angles of refraction at the two phase planes. Huygens' metasurfaces, with induced electric and magnetic polarization currents, are practically reflectionless over a moderate range of incident/transmission angles. However, Huygens metasurfaces exhibit reflection for wide angles of refraction. These reflections are due to different wave impedances of the incident and transmitted fields.
Such reflections can be mitigated using bianisotropic surface parameters: electric, magnetic, and magnetoelectric responses.
In addition to providing the transmission phase, bianisotropic metasurfaces serve as impedance matching layers. This allows a reflectionless transition between a wave incident at one angle and refracted to another [8] . It should be noted that where wide-angle refraction is not required (e.g. for larger distances L, or when wave propagation is predominately paraxial), simple Huygens metasurfaces without a magneto-electric parameter may suffice.
The design of the compound metaoptic involves three general steps. First, the field solution in region II (see Fig. 1 ) is computed. This solution provides the phasediscontinuities to transform the incident field into the desired transmitted field. The second step is to compute the electromagnetic parameters of each metasurface, which are needed to realize the phase discontinuities. Finally, the metasurfaces are implemented as asymmetric cascades of electric surface impedance sheets [6, 8] .
A transverse electric field polarization with respect to the metasurface (ẑ-polarized) is assumed in this discussion, but the method also applies to the transverse magnetic polarization. To simplify the discussion, it is assumed the fields are invariant in the z-direction. In the two dimensional problems considered here, each metasurface is inhomogeneous along the y-direction and invariant in the z-direction. A time convention of e iωt is assumed. With the source and desired (overall incident and transmitted) field profiles defined, the metasurface phase discontinuities are computed using a phase retrieval algorithm. Here, we use the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [23, 24] , modified for wave propagation in the near field. This algorithm numerically propagates the complex-valued field distributions between the two metasurfaces. The calculated field amplitude is replaced with the desired amplitude profile at each plane. The algorithm iterates until arriving at a field solution in region II, which links the two amplitude patterns via propagation. Ultimately, the algorithm results in a phase discontinuity at the first metasurface, φ MS1 , such that
Here F MS1 denotes a Fourier transform of the electric field at the first metasurface with respect to the ycoordinate, and F
−1
MS2 denotes an inverse Fourier transform at the second metasurface over the plane wave spectrum k y . The only variable parameter in eq. (1) is φ MS1 , thus one degree of freedom of the compound metaoptic is used to produce the desired amplitude pattern. With the distribution of φ MS1 , the first metasurface projects the desired magnitude distribution onto the second metasurface. See the supplementary material for an in-depth discussion of this phase-retrieval algorithm [25] .
The phase discontinuity at the second metasurface is calculated as the phase difference between the adjacent fields. Overall, the manipulation of the source wavefront is determined by
With φ MS1 determined using the phase-retrieval algorithm, φ MS2 is the only variable parameter in eq. (2). Accordingly, φ MS2 is the second degree of freedom for the compound metaoptic, establishing the phase profile of the desired field. The two phase discontinuities are now defined, but local conservation of normal power flow must be enforced to ensure passive, lossless, and reflectionless metasurfaces.
Conserving normal power flow through each metasurface requires knowledge of the tangential electric and magnetic fields. Since the relative shapes of the electric field profiles are known from the phase-retrieval algorithm, the magnetic field plane wave spectrum H y can be calculated. To do so, the electric field spectrum E z is divided by the transverse electric wave impedance (η T E ) for each plane wave component,
The spatial magnetic field distribution is determined through an inverse Fourier transform of its plane wave spectrum. With the incident fields assumed known at the first metasurface, the transmitted fields are locally scaled to satisfy conservation of real power flow:
where
, and H t y are the tangential incident and transmitted, electric and magnetic fields, respectively. The reflected fields are assumed to be zero. The plane wave spectrum of the field transmitted by the first metasurface is propagated forward to calculate the fields incident on the second metasurface. The conservation of power flow is enforced at the second metasurface.
With the field distributions fully determined throughout all three regions, the bianisotropic surface parameters of the metasurfaces are calculated. These parameters describe the surface properties implementing the conversions in wave impedance and phase [6] . Since the field solutions in each region have been scaled to conserve power flow through the boundaries, these bianisotropic parameters model passive and lossless Huygens' surfaces. The surface parameters can be solved for in terms of the tangential fields, shown in the supplemental material [25] and similar to the approach in [26] .
The ideal performance of the Huygens' metasurfaces can be observed by explicitly defining the desired electric and magnetic surface current densities in place of the metasurfaces. In accordance with the Surface Equivalence Principle, the fields in regions II and III are transformed as desired due to these current distributions. The
FIG . While this approach results in surface parameters that reshape the incident wavefront in amplitude and phase, these parameters must be translated into realizable metasurface designs. Here, we make use of bianisotropic Huygens' metasurfaces, which consist of a cascade of electric impedance sheets [6, 8, 27] . The three variable parameters (shunt impedances) of the circuit model allow control over three desired characteristics of each unit cell. We choose these to be: (1) input impedance matched to the local incident wave impedance, (2) load impedance matched to the local transmitted wave impedance, and (3) a desired phase delay through the surface. Matching the input and load impedances eliminates reflections from the boundary and the desired phase delay implements the local metasurface phase discontinuity. Since the tangential fields are known adjacent to both metasurfaces, individual unit cell parameters are defined to locally satisfy these distributions. See the supplemental material for the derivation of the impedance sheet values as a function of the three desired characteristics [25] .
Using the procedure we have described, the compound metaoptic is designed such that an incident wavefront is altered in amplitude and phase to produce a desired complex field distribution. We provide two simulation examples where an incident Gaussian beam (beam radius of 5λ) is manipulated using a compound metaoptic.
In the first example, the amplitude and phase profiles of the incident Gaussian beam are re-shaped to produce a Dolph-Tchebyscheff far-field pattern pointed toward 40 degrees. This far-field pattern exhibits the narrowest main beam since all sidelobes are at the same level [28] . Sinc function interpolation of the discrete array element weights was employed to determine an equivalent continuous electric field distribution. Figure 3a shows the desired amplitude distribution producing a far-field pattern having sidelobes of -15 dB.
The sheet impedance values of the metasurfaces were calculated for a separation distance of L = 1.25λ, a unit cell width of λ/16, and an impedance sheet separation of d = λ/80. The sheet impedances were modeled as ideal impedance boundaries in the commercial full-wave electromagnetics solver COMSOL Multiphysics. Figure  3b shows the far-field pattern of the metaoptic, which closely matches the desired Dolph-Tchebyscheff pattern. Each of the sidelobes are nearly -15 dB relative to the main lobe and all pattern nulls are located at the correct angle. Figure 3c shows the simulated electric field, where the first metasurface projects the desired amplitude distribution across the separation distance L and the second metasurface points the main beam toward 40 degrees. Figure 3c also shows there are nearly no reflections from the compound metaoptic.
In the second example, a compound metaoptic is designed to radiate a field identical to the field scattered by three line scatterers. In other words, a simple complexvalued hologram of the scatterers is realized using the compound metaoptic. The virtual line scatterers are in the region beyond the metasurface system (x > 0), as shown in Fig. 4a . The scattered plane wave spectrum associated with each scatterer is calculated for an incident plane wave traveling in the −x direction. The spectra are summed together to obtain the plane wave spectrum of the total scattered field along the x = 0 plane. A windowing function was applied to this spectrum such that the scattered field is visible over an azimuthal range between ±40 degrees. The desired spatial electric field distribution is obtained from the windowed plane wave spectrum and used to design the compound metaoptic.
The metaoptic was designed with a separation distance of L = 2.25λ, a unit cell dimension of λ/16, and an impedance sheet spacing of d = λ/60. Figure 4b and Fig. 4c compare the simulated electric field amplitude and phase, respectively, at a distance of 11.5λ from the metaoptic with the desired interference pattern of the three line scatterers. We see that the electric field produced by the metaoptic closely matches, in amplitude and phase, the ideal interference pattern of the three line scatterers over the wide azimuthal range between ±40 degrees. This is achieved even at short distances from the metaoptic. Figure 4d shows the far-field pattern also closely matches the true interference pattern over the desired azimuthal range. This demonstrates that the compound metaoptic is capable of reconstructing the field scattered from known objects in amplitude and phase.
The proposed compound metaoptic makes use of two phase-discontinuous metasurfaces to mold the available power density from the source field into a desired phase and power density distribution. The metaoptic can have a wavelength-scale thickness due to bianisotropic properties of the constitutive Huygens' metasurfaces.
The proposed compound metaoptic concept may find applications in 3D holographic display technology.The approach also presents a new design paradigm for electronically scanned antennas. Conventional approaches at microwave/millimeter-wave frequencies utilize a phased array, where phase shifters provide beam steering and amplifiers/attenuators provide beam shaping. Such a method becomes increasingly difficult to implement at shorter wavelengths due to transistor cutoff frequencies and array feeding network losses. The proposed approach is especially attractive for millimeter-wave frequencies and beyond, given that it allows beam shaping (amplitude control) and beam steering (phase control) simply by using two phase planes. 
Supplemental Material

I. MODIFIED GERCHBERG-SAXTON PHASE RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM
In the main text, the phase discontinuity profiles for each metasurface of the compound metaoptic are computed using a modified version of the Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval algorithm. The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm iteratively reconstructs the phase profile of a wavefront from two intensity measurements, taken at different planes [S1, S2] . Since the field profiles are actually complex-valued at each plane, the two intensity profiles are partial constraints which that must be satisfied when determining the wavefront's phase profile. The wavefront phase profile is iteratively determined so that the intensity measurements are linked by propagation of the wavefront between the two planes. The metasurface phase discontinuities can be calculated as the difference between the wavefront phase profile, and the incident/desired field phase profile.
The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm most commonly reconstructs a wavefront's phase profile using intensity measurements taken at planes in the near field and the far field, or before and after a lens. In this case, a single Fourier transform is used to propagate the complex-valued field from the first plane to the second, and an inverse Fourier transform is used to reverse propagate the complex-valued field from the second plane to the first.
However, since the compound metaoptic has a thickness wavelength in scale, the field profiles are propagated between planes that are both in the near field. We modified the propagation step of the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm by replacing the single Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms with a plane wave propagation procedure. The procedure involves taking the Fourier transform of the complex-valued field in the spatial domain, propagating the plane wave spectrum to the other plane, and then taking the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the complex-valued field in the spatial domain at the other plane. The rest of the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is then continued. At each plane, the amplitude of the propagated field is replaced with the desired amplitude profile. With each iteration, the phase estimate of the wavefront is improved until the intensity measurements at two closely spaced planes match the desired amplitude profiles.
In the main text, the desired amplitude profiles are denoted as |E src | at the first plane (first metasurface) and |E des | at the second plane (second metasurface). The modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm estimates the complexvalued field at each plane (E MS1 or E MS2 ) by replacing the amplitude profile of the calculated field with the desired field amplitude profiles. In this way, the field estimate will satisfy the amplitude profile partial constraints. As the algorithm iterates, the phase profile of the field estimates improve so that the propagated field better matches the desired amplitude profile at the other plane. The phase of the field transmitted from the first plane (first metasurface) is denoted as φ 1. An estimate of the complex field at the first plane (E MS1 ) is formed by multiplying the amplitude of the source electric field (|E src |) by the current estimate of the wavefront phase profile (φ t MS1 ). This field estimate satisfies the amplitude profile partial constraint required at plane 1. For the first iteration, any phase profile for φ t MS1
can be provided since the algorithm will converge on a solution.
2. The field estimate at the first plane is propagated to the second plane using the plane wave propagation procedure. Propagation of the plane wave spectrum amounts to multiplying each spectral component by the phase term e −ikxL . The resulting complex-valued field profile may not accurately match the desired field amplitude (|E des |) at the second plane, but improves as the algorithm iterates.
3. The magnitude of the propagated complex field is replaced with the desired amplitude profile, |E des |, to form an estimate of the complex field at the second plane (E MS2 ). This action applies the current estimate of the wavefront's phase profile (φ i MS2 ) to the desired amplitude profile (|E des |).
4. This field estimate is reverse propagated to the first plane using the plane wave propagation procedure. The phase term e ikxL is used to account for reverse propagation. The phase of this calculated field becomes the current estimate of the wavefront phase profile (φ t MS1 ) and is used in the next iteration of the algorithm.
These steps are repeated until the error between the propagated field distributions and the desired amplitude profile at that plane is acceptable. Once the algorithm converges, the phase distribution of the fields within region II are known. Fig. S1 shows a flowchart of the modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm. FIG. S1. The modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm used to iteratively determine a phase profile which links the two amplitude measurements by propagation. Here, EMS is the field estimate at metasurface 1 or 2, Esrc is the source field, and E des is the desired field pattern. An (inverse) Fourier transform in the y-direction is denoted as (I)FT.
Once the modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm results in the desired phase profile of the wavefront, the phase discontinuity profiles of each metasurface (φ MS1 and φ MS2 ) are determined by calculating the difference in phase of the tangential fields.
II. DERIVATION OF SURFACE PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF TANGENTIAL FIELDS
A surface boundary between two regions can be described in terms of an electric admittance (Y ), magnetic impedance (Z), and magneto-electric terms (χ, Υ) [S3, S4] . These surface parameters relate the averaged tangential fields (E avg and H avg ) on either side of the boundary to the electric and magnetic current densities (J and M) induced on the boundary:
These relations can be manipulated such that the surface parameters are expressed in terms of the incident and transmitted fields, similar to the procedure in [S5] . Given a TE incident polarization (E = E zẑ , H = H yŷ ) and assuming a reciprocal surface, the surface parameters can be simplified to
With the metasurface in the Y Z plane, the induced surface currents then become:
Here E i z and H i y are the tangential electric and magnetic field components of the incident wavefront, and E t z and H t y are the tangential components of the transmitted fields. After applying the boundary conditions, and assuming no reflected field, we have two complex equations with three complex unknowns
Conservation of normal power density requires
S3
and the lossless condition mandates that
Using all of these conditions, and solving for the surface parameters, results in
where the surface parameters are now defined in terms of the tangential fields. When a surface with these parameters is illuminated by E i z and H i y , then E t z and H t y will be transmitted with lossless and reflectionless performance. It should be noted that these equations are only valid when the field distributions locally satisfy conservation of normal power flow.
III. DERIVATION OF THE SURFACE IMPEDANCE VALUES FOR A HUYGENS' METASURFACE UNIT CELL
The impedance sheet values for each unit cell of the bianisotropic Huygens' metasurfaces can be derived from three quantities: the wave impedance (ratio of tangential electric and magnetic fields) on either side of the metasurface and the desired phase discontinuity. To do so, we first derive the necessary overall impedance matrix of the unit cell, and then convert the impedance matrix to an ABCD matrix. The ABCD matrix is then used to derive expressions for each of the impedance sheets.
Each unit cell of the metasurface can be described as a two port network having an impedance matrix,
where port 1 is considered the input port and port 2 the load port. In addition, the impedance matrix must be fully imaginary if the unit cell is lossless.
Given the lossless condition, real power flow normal to the surface must be conserved across each unit cell. The load voltage (V L ) can be expressed in terms of the input voltage (V in ), the input impedance (Z in = R in + jX in = |Z in |e jφZin ), and the load impedance (
as given by S14. Figure S2 shows the relation of these values to the unit cell diagram.
βd βd
The unit cell of the Huygens' metasurface labeled with the corresponding voltage and impedance quantities.
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The desired phase shift across the unit cell is defined as φ = φ VL − φ Vin . The voltages and currents flowing into the input and load ports of the unit cell are related by the impedance matrix
By expressing V L , I in , and I L in terms of V in , Z in , and Z L , we have
This matrix equation provides four separate equations by equating the real and imaginary terms. The four entries of the impedance matrix are solved to be in terms of the input and load impedances and the delay across the unit cell.
The ABCD matrix of the unit cell shown in Fig. S2 is calculated by cascading the ABCD matrices of the sheet impedances and dielectric spacers.
Here, the sheet impedance values are Z s1 , Z s2 , and Z s3 , the characteristic wave impedance of the dielectric spacers is Z 0 , and the propagation constant of the spacers is β.
S5
The ABCD matrix of the desired unit cell (derived from the impedance matrix) is equated to the ABCD matrix given by S24, and the sheet impedance values are solved for.
Here, |Z| is the determinant of the unit cell impedance matrix. As a result, each sheet impedance is a function of the tangential field wave impedance on either side of the metasurface, the phase discontinuity across the metasurface, and the electrical length between the impedance sheets (βd).
IV. DOLPH-TCHEBYSCHEFF FAR-FIELD PATTERN EXAMPLE
In this section, we elaborate on the design of the compound metaoptic which produces the Dolph-Tchebyscheff far-field pattern. As described in the main text, the desired Dolph-Tchebyscheff pattern will have a main lobe at an azimuthal angle of 40 degrees and a maximum sidelobe level of -15 dB. The two constitutive metasurfaces are separated by a distance of L = 1.25λ.
Dolph-Tchebyscheff far-field patterns are usually produced by linear phased arrays, where the complex-valued current of each array element is calculated using array theory [S6] . In this example, we calculated the current weights that produce the desired far-field pattern for an array of length 8λ with element spacing of d elt = λ/2. Sinc function interpolation was used to obtain the desired continuous electric field distribution from the discrete current weights. In the sinc interpolation, the argument of the sinc function is set such that each interpolating sinc function has a maximum at the contributing element location and zeros at the neighboring element locations. Equation (S28) is used to perform the sinc interpolation for the 17 current weights (I n ) of the array.
The desired electric field pattern is shown in Fig. S3 After setting the source and desired fields, the modified Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval algorithm is performed to determine the phase discontinuities of each metasurface. The phase-discontinuity of the first metasurface produces the desired amplitude pattern after a 1.25λ propagation distance, while the phase-discontinuity of the second metasurface produces the desired phase profile. Fig. S4a shows the electric field amplitude profiles of the Gaussian source, the desired field, and the field resulting from the modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm. We see that the result of the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is slightly different from the desired field. This is due to the absence of evanescent content which would be necessary to accurately produce the highly oscillatory portions of the desired field. Figure S4b displays the plane wave spectrum of the electric field before and after each metasurface. We see there are three distinct spectra, one for each region of the compound metaoptic. The field of the Gaussian source has a Gaussian spectrum and the transmitted field spectrum has the desired Dolph-Tchebyscheff appearance. The plane wave spectrum of the field in region II (between the metasurfaces) is spread widely across the propagating spectrum. Generally, a field pattern with evanescent content will not be exactly produced at the desired plane due to attenuation. The shape of the plane wave spectrum between the metasurfaces is a function of the relative differences between the source and desired field patterns, as well as the metasurface separation distance. Generally, the plane wave spectrum becomes more paraxial (close to the spectrum of the incident field) as the propagation distance is increased or the desired field pattern is changed to be more similar to the source field pattern.
The phase discontinuity profiles of each metasurface are then calculated as the phase difference between the tangential electric fields on either side of the metasurface. Fig. S4c shows the phase discontinuity profile of each metasurface.
Once the phase discontinuity distributions of the metasurfaces are determined, the conservation of normal power flow condition is imposed and the electric field amplitude distribution transmitted by each metasurface is calculated. The fields tangential to each metasurface are now defined such that two phase-discontinuous reflectionless metasurfaces can reshape the amplitude and phase distributions of the incident beam into the desired complex-valued field pattern.
The ideal performance of the compound metaoptic can be observed by replacing the metasurfaces with equivalent electric and magnetic surface current densities and performing a COMSOL Multiphysics simulation. Fig. S5a shows the magnitude of the complex electric field. Fig. S5b shows the real part of the electric field. We see that the incident Gaussian beam is reshaped between the metasurfaces to form the amplitude pattern of the desired field, and with nearly no reflection. Fig. S5c shows the desired, Gerchberg-Saxton calculated, and simulated far-field patterns produced by the compound metaoptic. We see that the calculated and simulated far-field patterns closely match the desired Dolph-Tchebyscheff pattern, signifying that both the amplitude and phase of the Gaussian beam were altered by the metaoptic. The next step is to translate the parameters of each metasurface into the three sheet impedance values of the bianisotropic Huygens' metasurface unit cell (see Fig. 2 in the main text) . The equations derived in Section III were used for this purpose. 
V. SCATTERED FIELD MATCHING EXAMPLE
In the second example, a compound metaoptic is designed to replicate the field scattered by three line scatterers. By radiating an electric field identical to the scattered field, the compound metaoptic produces a simple complexvalued hologram of the scatterers. In this example, three virtual line scatterers are placed beyond the metasurface at coordinates (3λ, −2λ), (1.5λ, 0.5λ), and (4λ, 1.75λ) (see Fig. 4a of the main text) . The origin is centered on the second metasurface of the compound metaoptic. The virtual scatterers are assumed to be illuminated by a plane wave traveling in the −x direction. Therefore, the scatterers can be described as equal-magnitude line excitations with a phase dependent on the x−position of the scatterer.
Each line scatterer generates an outward-propagating cylindrical wave, taking the form of the zeroth order Hankel function of the second kind, H (2) 0 (kr). The Fourier transform of this Hankel function is
which is the plane wave spectrum of the scattered field for a line scatterer positioned at the origin. To calculate the plane wave spectrum of the complete scattered field (which is the desired field) in the x = 0 plane, the plane wave S8 spectrum of each scatterer is calculated relative to the origin and summed.
Here, the first two exponentials serve to reverse propagate the electric field spectrum of each scatterer to the origin, where (x m , y m ) are the scatterer corrdinates, k x and k y are components of the plane wave spectrum, and k is the wave number. The last exponential represents the phase of the illuminating plane wave. If the plane wave spectrum expressed in (S30) is reproduced by the compound metaoptic, the transmitted field will be identical to that produced by the scatterers (a perfect hologram). However, since the line scatterers radiate isotropically, producing this field distribution would require an infinitely large aperture. To reduce the span of the required aperture, we apply a windowing function to the calculated plane wave spectrum. This action also limits the angular region over which the electric field produced by the compound metaoptic matches the desired scattered field. The window function used for this example is f window (k y ) = e −12(ky)
14 /(3k0)
11.55 ,
which maintains a value greater than 0.96 for plane waves corresponding to k y > 0.64|k 0 | (equivalently, azimuthal angles between ±40 degrees), and smoothly transitions to zero outside of this range. Fig. S7a displays a plot of the windowing function and the spectrum of the desired field. The desired electric field profile in the spatial domain is shown in Fig. S7b . This is the field to be produced by the compound metaoptic. Following the design procedure of the compound metaoptic, the modified Gerchberg-Saxton method is applied to determine the phase profile of each metasurface. Fig. S8a shows the electric field amplitude resulting from the Gerchberg-Saxton method, which closely matches the desired electric field amplitude distribution. The phase discontinuity profile of each metasurface is then calculated from the tangential fields and are shown in Fig. S8b . Next, the electric field profiles are locally scaled to account for the conservation of normal power flow. This ensures zero reflection from either metasurface.
Finally, with the fields tangential to each metasurface fully defined, each metasurface is implemented as a bianisotropic Huygens' metasurface. The three impedance sheet values for each metasurface unit cell are calculated and are plotted in Fig. S9 .
The electric sheet impedance values were then simulated in COMSOL as ideal impedance boundaries, with the results reported in the main text. 
